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( after C. Soule), and Some Related Topics 
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§ 1. Introduction 

Let I be an odd prime number, and Q1 be the maximum pro-/ abelian 
extension of the cyclotomic field Q(µ1~) unramified outside /. This ex
tension Q1/Q(µ1~) and its Galois group@ are very important (and familiar) 
objects in Iwasawa theory, and the structure of@ as a Zf (~Gal (Q(µ1~)! 
Q))-module has been investigated by Iwasawa ([Iwl] [Iw2]), Coates ([Coal), 
Mazur and Wiles ([MW]), etc. In connection with Ihara's universal power 
series for Jacobi sums ([lh] [IKY]), we are particularly interested in the 
groups 

(1) Homzf (@, Z 1(m)), 

for positive integers m, and their "standard elements" Xm which appear in 
Soule [S3], Deligne [D] and Ihara [Ih]. The main purpose of this report 
is to give an exposition of the basic results, mainly due to Soule [S2] [S3], 
on the structure of the group (1) and the non-vanishing of Xm (for m>3, 
odd). The reason for writing this report is that, although these works 
seem to be well-known among the K-theorists, they are "buried" under a 
mass of generalities in K-theory and hence are not so familiar among the 
wider public in number theory. The second purpose of this report is to 
present various related remarks, in connection with Ihara's power series, 
the Vandiver conjecture, etc. 

The first main theorem to be reviewed is the following. 

Theorem A (Tate [T], Lichtenbaum [L], Soule [S2]). 

{
Z 1 • • -m> I, odd 

Homzf (@, Zi(m)) ~ 
{O}· · -m>2, even. 

To write down the second, let us recall the definition of the element 
Xm e Homzf (@, Zi(m)). Choose a basis (Cn)n~i of the Tate module 
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i.e. Cn is a primitive /n-th root of unity with C~+1 = Cno and put 

e~m)= IT (C~-l)a"'-1. 
l:,;;a<I" 
(a,!)=l 

Then Xm is defined by the relations 

(p e@,n>I). 

Its dependence on the choice of (Cn)n~i is only up to multiplication 
by elements of Z{-. One may expect that Xm generates the group 
Homz{- (@, Zi(m)). This would be implied by the Vandiver conjecture at 
/ (see Section 3-3). In his letter [S3], Soule informed Ihara that the group 
H~,(Z[I/l], Zi(m)) is generated, up to torsion, by higher analogues of 
cyclotomic units. His result implies, in our terminology, the following 

Theorem B. For any odd integer m2I, Xm=;t:=O. 

This shows that Xm generates a subgroup of the group Homzx (@, 
I 

Zi(m)) with a finite index. 
The keystone for the proofs of Theorems A, B is the vanishing of a 

certain cohomology group {Theorem 1 in Section 2), in which some deep 
results in K-theory were essentially used. But this part will be touched 
only briefly. 

We close this section by describing how these characters Xm and 
Theorems A, B are related to the Galois representation 

,Jr:@ 3 pf---+FP E Z 1[[u, v])X 

constructed in [Ih]. For i,j>l, let fi;,ip)/i!j! be the coefficient of U;V 1 

in logFP ( e Q1[[U, VJ]) where U=log{l+u), V=log{l+v). Then 

fi;,1 E Homz{- (@, Zi(m)) 

with m=i+ j. Therefore, by Theorems A, B, fi;,1 is a constant multiple 
( e Q1) of Xm. Recently, R. Coleman and Ihara-Kaneko-Yukinari [IKY] 
proved that 

(2) 

The image of ,Jr is contained in the subgroup 
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of Zi[[u, v]]x. The group l/f1 admits a canonical filtration {l/f i(m)}m;;;;s de
fined by 

(m>3), 

where I denotes the ideal l=(u, v) of Z 1[[u, v]]. Let @(m) (m>3) be the 
:filtration of@ defined by@(m)=t- 1(l/fi(m)). Then a e Zr acts on the 
quotient module @(m)/@(m+ 1) by the multiplication by am, and f3t,J (i+j 
=m) induces an injective morphism 

@(m)J@(m+ l)~Zi(m) 

as Zr-modules. It is known that@(m)/@(m+ 1)={0} when mis even >2 
([Ih], p. 84). On the other hand, for any odd integer m>3, by (2) and 
Theorem B, f3t,J (i+j=m) is a non zero map. Therefore@(m)/@(m+l) 
is a free Z 1-module of rank one when m is odd > 3. 

§ 2. Proofs of Theorems A, B 

2-1. A key result for the proofs of Theorems A, Bis the following. 

Theorem 1. Let I be an odd prime number, F a number field, 0 F the 
integer ring of F and m be an integer > 2. Then 

This theorem was proved for m=2 by S. Lichtenbaum ([L], Proposi
tions 9, 6), and then in general by Soule ([Sl], Theoreme 5); The proof 
uses the theory of Chern classes : 

defined and studied in [Sl], which is a remarkable generalization of Tate's 
isomorphism ([TD: 

and depends on Borel's calculation of the rank of Kt(OF). 

We will now consider the /-cyclotomic extensions of any number field 
F. Set Fn=F(µ 1 .. ) for n>0, andF~=UnFn. Let 0,. be the integer ring 
of Fn, and E .. =(O .. [1//])x be the group of all /-units of Fn. Let 
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denote the /-Sylow subgroup of the /-ideal class group of Fm and set ~= 
fun ~n (the inductive limit being taken with respect to the natural maps 
~n-~n+ 1). Set G.,,=Gal(F.,,/F) and consider~ as a Z 1[[G.,,]]-module. 

Corollary la. (i) ~(m-1 )a.,,= {O}, (ii) ~(m-1 )000 is a finite group, 
for any integer m > 2. 

Here in general, if Mis a Z 1[[G.,,]]-module, we denote by M(i) the 
i-fold Tate twist; M(i)=M®Zi(l)®m, and by Ma.,, (resp. M 000 ) the G.,,
coinvariant (resp. invariant) module of M. 

Let L be the maximum unramified abelian pro-/ extension of F.,,. 
Then Gal (L/F.,,) is also a Z 1[[G.,,J]-module. 

Corollary lb. Gal (L/F.,,)(m-1) 0 .,, and Gal (L/F.,,)(m-1) 000 are finite 
groups,for any integer m~2. 

Proof of Corollaries. First we note the facts that, for any finitely 
generated torsion Z 1[[G.,,]]-module M, M 000 is finite if and only if Ma.,, is 
so (e.g. [Coa] p. 349), and that Hom(~, Q1/Z1) and Gal (L/F.,,) are finitely 
generated torsion Z 1[[G.,,]]-modules ([Iw2]). 

Corollary la follows immediately from Theorem 1, Kummer's exact 
sequence ([Iw2], Lemma 10): 

(3) o~(fun En)®(Q1/Z1)~H~,(OFJl/l], (Q1/Z1)(1))~~~0, 

and the fact that 

Let L' be the maximum unramified abelian pro-/ extension of F.,, in 
which all primes of F.,, over I are completely decomposed. K. Iwasawa 
has proved ([Iw2], Theorem 11) that Hom(~, Q1/Z1) and Gal(L'/F.,,) are 
quasi-isomorphic as finitely generated torsion A-modules (here, <1 e G.,, 
acts on a e Hom(~, Qi/Z 1) by <1(a)=a·<1). Note that Gal(L/L')(m-
1)0.,, is finite (cf. [Iw2], Theorem 9). Corollary lb now follows from 
Corollary 1 a. 

Remark. By using a theorem of Mazur and Wiles ([MW]) on the 
"Main conjecture" of Iwasawa, one can show that, for any even integer m, 
the following two statements are equivalent 

(i) L 1(1-m, wm)=i=O, 
(ii) Gal (L/F.,,)(m- 1)0 .,, is finite. 

Here, Li(s, ) is the /-adic L-function and w is the Teichmiiller character. 
On the other hand, we know that Li(l-m, wm)=(fm_ 1) ·Bm/m=i=O, for 
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even integers m>2 (Bm: the m-th Bernoulli number (cf. [W], p. 57)). 
Therefore, for even integers m, these corollaries follow without using 
K-theory. But for odd integers, we gain nothing in this way. 

2-2. Let Q1 be the maximum abelian pro-/ extension of F 00 unrami
fied outside/, and set ®=Gal(Q 1/F 00 ). Thus@ is naturally a Z 1[[Gool]
module. For each integer m, we will denote by Hom 000 (@, Zi(m)) the Z 1-

module consisting of all continuous homomorphisms t: ®-+Z 1 satisfying 

where JC: G00 -+Z{ is the /-cyclotomic character. 
We can attach, to each projective system of /-units, an element of 

Hom 000 (@, Zi(m)), as follows (([S2] § 1). Set E= lim En/ E;\ where the 
projective limit is taken with respect to the norms. For each e=(en) e .E, 
put 

(4) i;:,ml(e)= n e~·(<(aJm-l)n, 
a EGal (Fn/F) 

n~I; 

where in general, for each a e Z 1, we denote by (a)n the unique integer 
in the interval [O, tn) which is congruent to a modulo tn. Let x~mJ denote 
the Kummer character associated with the system of /-units {1::,ml(e)}n;:;,; 
namely, x~mJ is the unique homomorphism ®-+Z 1 determined by 

(5) (p e@, n2:l). 

We can obtain, in this way, a homomorphism 

lll 

X(m) 
e • 

We have the following basic lemma about 'Y'm established by Soule in 
[S2] Section 1. 

Lemma 1. The kernel and cokernel of 'Y'm are finite when m?:.2. 

We now outline the derivation of this lemma from Corollary la. By 
the definition, 'Y'm is the composite of two morphisms: 

E(m-1) 000 ~lim ®(m- l)?i\i\~Hom 0 J@, Zi(m)), 
n 

where ®=(lim En)®(Q 1/Z 1), and the suffix "(/n)" indicates the subgroup 
n 
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of elements annihilated by zn. 
First, the map a is defined by e-(e;,ml(e))n as in (4). Using a theorem 

of Iwasawa ([Iw2], Lemma 7, Theorem 15) on the structure of ® as a 
Z 1[[G00 ]]-module, it is not hard to see that the kernel and cokernel of a are 
finite when m>2 (see [S2], Lemmas 2 and 3). 

Secondly, the map ~ is defined as in (5). From (3), we get an exact 
sequence 

Note that ~ is the projective limit of ~n· We know from Corollary la 
that &(m-1) 000 is finite when m~2. Hence ~ is bijective. This com
pletes the proof. 

On the other hand, again according to Theorem 15 in [Iw2], we have 

Lemma 2. 

From Lemmas 1 and 2, we obtain 

Theorem 2. 

In the case of F= Q, this yields Theorem A except for m= 1. For 
the case m= 1, see Section 3-1. 

2-3. From now on we shall consider the case of F= Q, and assume 
m~2 (form= 1, see Section 3-3). Let Xm be as in Section 1, so that, by 
definition, 

Let Cn cEn be the subgroup of cyclotomic units, generated by the elements 
(C'n-1)/(C'~-1) (a e Gal(Q(µ 1n)/Q)). Set C=tim Cn/C;,,ncE, and denote 
by ~m the subgroup of Hom 000 (@, Zi(m)) generated by the elements ifrm(c) 
(c e C). 

In [S3], Soule proved the following theorem (in fact he proved a 
slightly different and general statement). 

Theorem 3. ~m is a subgroup of Hom 000 (@, Zz(m)) with a finite index 
when m>2. 
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The statement of Theorem B for m > 3 follows immediately from 
Theorem 3. Indeed, let g be a primitive root mod /2 (then g is a primitive 
root of mod zn for all n?. I), and set 71= (((n - I)/((;- I)) e C. It is easy to 
see that Xm(71)=(I-g 1-m),Xm. Since 71 generates Casa Z 1[[GJ]-module, 
it follows from Theorem 2 (or A) and Theorem 3 that Xm=;t=O for any odd 
integer m?.3. 

Proof of Theorem 3. Since the map 'f'm finite kernel and cokernel 
(Lemma 1), it suffices to show that E(m- I)0 jC(m- l)0 = is finite. Let 
Un be the group of principal units of Q(µ 1n), En,i=En n Un, and Cn,i= 
Cn n Un. Set ll= lim Un, E1 = lim En,1/E;.:1 and C1 = lim Cn,1/c;.:1• Then 
E1 and C1 are Z 1[[Goo]]-modules. Note that when m?.2, E(m-1) 0 j 
C(m-1) 0 = is finite if and only if (E1/C 1)(m- l) 0 = is so. Hence it is 
enough to show that (E1/C1) (m-1) 0 = is finite when m>2. 

Let L and f2 1 be as before, and consider the following well-known 
exact sequence of Z 1[[Goo]]-modules (e.g. [W], Proposition 13.6). 

(6) 0------+(E1/C1)+ ------+(U/C1)+ ------+Gal (Qi/Q(µz=W 

------+Gal (L/Q(µ 1=))+------+0. 

Here the suffix "+" indicates the plus part of G =( = Zi')-modules. It has 
been shown ([Iwl]) that these groups are finitely generated torsion A
modules. From a theorem of Iwasawa ([Iwl], Proposition 12) on the 
characteristic power series of (U/C1)+, and a theorem of Mazur and Wiles, 
it follows that (U/C1)+ has the same characteristic power series as Gal (Q1/ 

Q(µ1=))+ (which can be expressed in terms of /-adic L-functions). Thus 
from (6), (E1/C1)+ and Gal,(L/Q(µ 1=))+ have the same characteristic power 
series. On the other hand, by Corollary 1 b, Gal (L/ Q(µ1=) (m - I )0 = is 
finite when m~2. Hence (E1/C1) (m-1) 0 = is finite, as claimed. · 

§ 3. Some related remarks 

In this section, we give four remarks related to Kummer characters 
Xm. In the first paragraph we review some basic facts on the restriction 
homomorphism Hom 0 = (@, Zz(m))-+Hom 0 =(q[, Z 1(m)) where q[ is the 
inertia group of an extension of l in f2i/Q(µ1=), Secondly, we consider 
the field corresponding to the subgroup nm,odd Ker Xm in @ and show that 
under the Vandiver conjecture for /, it coincides with {21 ( =the "minus 
part" of f21/Q(µ1=)). This is basically due to Coleman. Thirdly, we show 
that the Vandiver conjecture for I is valid if and only if, X3, X5, • • ·, X1 _ 2 are 
surjective. In the final paragraph, we show how to construct a certain 
unramified subextension of Q1/Q(µ1=) in a very explicit way by using the 
/-units e1m). 
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3-1. On the inertia restriction 

the following facts are basic. 

Proposition 1. Let m be an odd integer >3 and let 'Pm( e Hom 0 @ ("II, 
Zi(m))) be the Coates-Wiles homomorphism (see e.g. [W] p. 307). 

( i) Hom 000 (@, Z 1(m))-Hom 000 ("II, Zi(m)) is injective if and only 
if Li(m, wl-m)=;t:0, 

(ii) Hom 000 ("II, Zi(m))~Z 1 and c;om=;t:0, 
{iii) Xm \ "II= (1-lm-l)Li(m, Q)l-m)cpm. 

(i) is an easy consequence of a theorem of Mazur and Wiles [MW] 
and is also given in [S2] Section 3-2. The isomorphism 

Hom Goo ("II, Zi(m))~Zi 

is due to a theorem of Iwasawa on the structure of "II as a Z1[[G oo]]-module. 
That c;om=;t:0 and (iii) are proved by Coleman. 

Remark. When mis an odd integer with m>3 and Li(m, w1-m)=;t:0, 
the assertions of Theorems A and B follow from the above proposition 
without using K-theory. So far, we have known no odd integer m such 
that Li(m, w1-m)=0. 

When m= 1, we see that@<1l="lJ<1l by using the Stickelberger theorem 
(see e.g. [W], Proposition 6.16). Here, for a Z 1[.1]-module Mand an in
teger i with O<i<l -2, M<0 denotes the m'-eigenspace of the .1= Gal (Q 
(µ1)/Q)-decomposition of M. Hence, 

(~Z 1, by [Iwl]). 

This gives Theorem A when m = I. 

3-2. For an odd integer m~l, let Km be the subextension of 
Q1/Q(µ 1oo) corresponding to the kernel of Xm. Then we easily see that 
(1) Km is normal over Q and (2) G00 (=+. Zf) acts on the Z 1-module 
Gal(Km/Q(µ 1oo)) by a·g=,cm(u)g (a e G00 ,g e Gal(Km/Q(µ 1oo))). Theorems 
A and_ B imply that Km is the unique Zi-extension satisfying (1) and (2). 

Let Cyclo denote the composite of all the Z 1-extensions Km (m: odd 
> 1). By the definition, Cyclo cQ,. By the relation (2) in Section 1, the 
field Cyclo coincides with the subextension of Q1/Q(µ 1oo) corresponding to 
the kernel oflhara's Galois representation ,fr. For this field (or the kernel 
of t ), we show first the following 
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Proposition 2. tJ-;: is unramified over Cyclo. 

Proof It suffices to show that (n~~ odd Ker Xm) n %' = {1 }. By Pro
position 1 (iii), n~~ odd Ker Xm n %' = n~ Ker 'Pm, where the second inter
section is taken over all odd integers m~3 such that Li(m, w1-m)*O. But 
since 'Pm is "almost continuous" in m (see e.g. [W] Proposition 13.51, 52), 
n~ Ker 'Pm= n~i odd Ker 'Pm· Finally, by the injectivity of Coleman's em
bedding (see e.g. [W] Proposition 13.38), n~i 0r1,d Ker 'Pm= {I}. This proves 
the proposition. 

We next prove 

Proposition 3. Cyclo=Q(µ 1oo,c1' 1"; alln~l and all cyclotomic units 
C in Q(µzoo)). 

This was orally communicated to us by Coleman. The following 
proof is due to Sakaguchi. 

Proof It suffices to show that for any e=(en)n e E, the fixed field of 
the subgroup n~i odd Ker x~m) in @ coincides with the field Q(µioo, (e~a) 111"; 

all n> 1 and all a e zn. Here <1a denotes the automorphism of Q(µ1oo)/Q 
such that ,~a=c:~ for all n. For p E @, we define a map it~: z;zn-z;zn 
by 

if ae (ZWY 

it~(a)::::O W) otherwise. Then it is easy to see that the system {it~},.;?;1 

defines a Z 1-valued measure A,,p on Z 1• By the definition of Xim>, we get 

where D=(l +T)d/dTandf.,P e Z1[[T]] is the power series corresponding 
to Ae,p- Therefore, p E n~i odd Ker x~m) if and only if p fixes (e~a) 111" for all 
natural numbers n and all a e Z{'. The proposition follows from this. 

It is known that under the Vandiver conjecture<*> for !, the maximum 
unramified pro-/ abelian extension of Q(µ1oo) is contained in the field Q(µ 1oo, 
c111"; all n>l and all cyclotomic units c in Q(µ 1oo)) (see e.g. [Col] p. 6). 
Therefore, we get from Propositions 2 and 3, 

Corollary. Under the Vandiver conjecture for l, Cyclo=.!J 1. 

3-3. The Vandiver conjecture for l is valid if and only if the 

*> For the Vandiver conjecture and its equivalent form, see [W] p. 157. 
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Kummer characters X3, X5, • • ·, X1 _ 2 : @-+Z 1 are surjective. More precisely, 

Proposition 4.c**> Let i be an odd integer with 1 <i~l-2. 
(i) If m= l(/ -1), Xm is surjective. 
(ii) If i> 1 and m = i(l- 1 ), Xm is surjective if and only if 

(E+ /C(E+)l)C1-i>= {0}, 

where E+ (resp. C) denotes the group of units (resp. cyclotomic units) of 
Q(cos 2n/l). 

From this proposition and Theorem A, we get 

Corollary. Xm generates Hom 000 (®, Zz(m)) over Z 1 for all odd integers 
m > 1 if and only if the Vandiver conjecture for l is valid. 

Proof of Proposition 4. First, by the definitions of Xm and e~m>, Xm is 
surjective if and only if eimJ ~ Q(µ1)X1• Now let m= 1(/-1). Then by a 
direct calculation, eim>-/ (Q(µ 1)X1). But I~ Q(µ1)X1, because Q(/111) is 
non-abelian over Q. Next, assume that i> 1 and m=i (/-1). Then 
since I:;~:\ am-1 =0(!), eim> is congruent to a cyclotomic unit IT~:\ ((,t-1)/ 
(( 1-l))aH modulo Q(µ1)X1• We see that this cyclotomic unit modulo 
cn(E+)I is a generator of (C/Cn(E+)l)CH) over Z/1. Therefore, Xm is 
surjective if and only if ( C/ C n (E+)1y1-i> * {O}, hence if and only if 
(E+/C(E+)l)CH>={O}. This proves the proposition. 

3-4. Generators of the maximum unramified subextension of 
{J-;:/Q(µ1oo) are given in [Col] Theorem 10. In this paragraph, we show 
how to construct a certain unramified subextension of {J-;: /Q(µ 1oo) more ex
plicitly than in [Col] by using the /-units e~ml. 

Let i be an odd integer with 1 <i-:::;;.l-2 and !W' be the fixed field of 
EB1*i@(J). For i= 1, or i> 1 such that the Bernoulli number B1_i is not 
divisible by l, it is known that t:Jfi>/Q(µ1oo) contains no unramified subexten
sion (see e.g. [W] Proposition 6.16). So, in the following, we always as
sume i> 1 and llBi-i· Let glT) ( e Z1[[T]]) be the distinguished poly
nomial corresponding to L 1(s, w1-i). Then deg glT) > 1 because i> 1 and 
l!Bz-i· We shall construct an unramified subextension of t:Jfi'/Q(µ1oo) 
which is "associated" to a root of gt of degree one over Q1• Set dm = 
ord 1 Lz(m, w1-m) (= ord 1gl(l +l)m- 1) < oo). Then since gi is a dis
tinguished polynomial with deg gi > 1, dm >O. 

Proposition 5. For any natural number m=.i (l-1), the maximum 
unramified subextension of Km/Q(µ1oo) is given by Q(µ1oo, (e~';'.')111a"") if 

* *> This was communicated to us by !hara. 
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Li(m, w1-m)=;t=0. Otherwise, Km is unramified over Q(µioo). 

This proposition is easily obtained by using Proposition 1 (iii) and 
the fact that Som(O/t)=Zi if m;E 1 (l-1) (see e.g. [W] Proposition 13.51 ). 

Let a be a root of g1, of degree one*l over Q1 and e its multiplicity. 
Then, a e l Z 1 ; hence a is approximated by integers of the form (1 + l)"' -
1 with m=i (l-1). Let La be the subextension of Q?l/Q(µ 1oo) obtained 
by adjoining all the numbers (e~::!l)11ia.,. where m runs over all natural num
bers for which m=i (l-1) and (1 +l)"'-1 is closer to a than any root f3 
( =;t=a) ofg1,, Then by Proposition 5, La is unramified over Q(µioo). We 
consider Gal (L,,/Q(µzoo)) as a A-module in the natural way. On the 
structure of this Galois group as a A-module, we show the following 

Proposition 6. Under the Vandiver conjecture for l, Gal (La/Q(µ1oo)) is 
isomorphic to A/(T-a)" as a A-module, up to finite kernel and cokernel. 

Proof It is easily seen that for any natural number m such that 
m=.i (l-1) and (1 +l)"'-1 is sufficiently close to a, d,,,= ord 1 ((1 +!)"'- 1)6 
+P for a constant p which depends only on a. Let Tm be a generator 
of the cyclic group 

Then it is easily seen that 

But the Vandiver conjecture for l implies that the order of 1: m is dm ( cf. 
Section 3-3). So, the order of (T-a)"·Tm is lP and the order of (T
a)•-1,1:m is l 0rd zl<1+ 1l"'- 1-al+P. Therefore, by a theorem of Mazur and Wiles 
[MW] we see that Gal (La/Q(µ1oo)) is isomorphic to A/(T-a)• up to finite 
kernel and cokernel. 

*> When l< 125000, it is known that deg gi= 1 (see e.g. [W] p. 201). The authors 
know no example such that g1, has a root of degree 2 over Qi, 
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